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1 Havoc will result as Trump’s desperate attempts to hide
a vast array of secret information are shot down in the
courts. It's going to get ugly- I mean uglier. Every day
Trump remains in office, he'll put on a pathetic, panic
display as his lifeline- a wall of secrecy- crumbles.

2 Fortunately, Trump can’t do much more than vandalize bc he’s an enfeebled,

dementia figurehead. The military will ignore illegal orders. His attorneys & Barr are

sputtering. Their absurd strategy to hide a mountain of terrible info was doomed to

fail- it bought Trump 60-90 days

3 Trump doesn't have the mental capacity to handle the next phases of investigations

as secrecy crumbles. Secrecy has been everything to him. It allowed hm to extend his

fantasy world. Secrecy fuels his propaganda campaign that presents an alternate

reality to his eager flock

4 Trumps inability to handle being named in investigations will get exponentially

worse. He lost it when named in a Corsi plea deal draft. He went nuts when named

Individual one in the Michael Cohen plea. Pelosi’s use of “cover-up” resulted in a

public Rose Garden humiliation.

5 Trump won't be able to withstand what's coming- repeated losses in the courts,

disclosure of his secrets & months of being named as a co-conspirator. An

impeachment trial in the Senate won’t be necessary bc Trump will snap during House

hearings & most likely be hospitalized.

6 As Trump's health craters, no dementia removal plan exists. Cowards surround him

& won't tell him it’s over. The plan is- do nothing until he publicly crashes or starts

begging for a way out. He waited too long. Barr can’t help him now. A Pence pardon

probably won't fly either
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